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Latent Queues and Collective Effects: Revisiting the ActivityBased Approach to Travel Analysis for Smart Cities
Smart cities promise future scenarios characterized by greater community connectivity, increasing automation levels and seamless traveler experiences through
adaptive mobility services. However, from an activity-travel standpoint, these technologies also create evolving opportunities for travelers to complete activities
across varying spatial and temporal scales. For example, with self-driving autonomous vehicles, discretionary activities may shift in-vehicle from their previous place
locations or from an unscheduled activity queue. Making well-informed, consistent
assessments of these future scenarios requires tools that capture these behavioral
dynamics. This seminar presents a methodology for inferring latent activity queues
from conventional travel-activity diaries that builds on arguments from order statistics. From the perspective of a single-server queueing system with vacations, an
investigation of travelers’ latent activity queue characteristics, such as timedependent lengths, reveals that these vary with activity type and socioeconomic
dimensions, such as work status. In addition to latent activity queues, collective
effects may also impact travel-activity decisions in smart cities, given their increasing system-level intelligence and interdependences. This seminar finishes with a
discussion of current and future research on investigating and understanding collective effects through econometric models and carefully designed interactive behavioral lab and field experiments.

Dr. Chen is currently an Assistant Professor at the Golisano Ins tute for Sustainability (GIS) at the Rochester Ins tute of Technology (RIT). His research focuses on understanding and modeling the dynamics of user response to real- me informa on
systems and emerging communica on technologies in transporta on systems. Methodologically, his research develops techniques for modeling behavioral dynamics through a combina on of econometrics, probabilis c modeling, simula on and interac ve experiments. Recent eﬀorts include inferring latent ac vity queues from conven onal travel-ac vity diaries and developing econometric models of count with endogenous choices. Addi onally, he has worked on choice models with randomly distributed values of me, which have been integrated with dynamic traﬃc assignment pla orms for predic ng traveler
responses to conges on pricing and varying weather. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Maryland, College Park, and
B.S. and M.S. degrees from the University of Texas at Aus n, all in Civil and Environmental Engineering.
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